
Descriptions:

 
Crown Type Diamond Stone Segments For Core Drill Bits
 
Crown diamond core drill bit segment can effectively improve the sharpness, also the slots
allow good discharge removal and get better cooling.

The shape of our diamond core bit segment: normal shape, roof shape, turbo shape ,U shape,
arix, and other segments, turbo wave, Roof shape, etc.
 
Specifications:

The following specifications of Crown Diamond Core Drill Bit Segment: 

Specification Segment Size (D*H) Effective Length Overal Length Segment Number
Connector

D20mm 3.0*10 45mm 100mm 1 G1/2&M14
M14

5/8-11
D22mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D25mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D28mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D30mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D32mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D35mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D38mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D41mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D45mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1
D51mm 3.0*10 65mm 100mm 1

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.
 Applications:

 
Crown diamond segments for stone,ceramic,Reinforced concrete with hard to soft
aggregates, green concrete,or other abrasive material.

1. Concrete around the world usually different in hardness, a good concrete turbo diamond
segments for core drills maybe not working well in another region.

2. Some regions demand fast diamond segment for core drills while some demand long life
one, for example, European and American market demands sharp and fast one.
 
Advantage:

 
1.Crown type segments for core drill bits,great adaptability & No chipping.

2.Segment for drilling reinforced concrete,high concentration of diamond offers long drilling
life.

3.Crown shape segment for stone drilling,different bonds are for different applications &



precise segment size.

4.Crown shape diamond segment for stone,fast cutting/drilling & long life & stable
performance, high grade of diamonds.
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 Machine for making cutter Segment:

 
 Cutter head for cold press production.



 
 
 
Related Products:

 
 

Crown Shape Core Drill Segment For Concrete Diamond Core Drill Bit For Reinforced
Concrete

                   
 

About us:
  

https://www.fordiamondtools.com/products/making-diamond-segment/machanical-cold-press-machine/
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Husqvarna-Hexagon-Diamond-Metal-Concrete-Grinding-Block.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Supply-Diamond-Core-Drill-Bit-For-Reinforced-Concrete-D54-D50-140L-M20-1.5P.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Husqvarna-Hexagon-Diamond-Metal-Concrete-Grinding-Block.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Supply-Diamond-Core-Drill-Bit-For-Reinforced-Concrete-D54-D50-140L-M20-1.5P.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Supply-Diamond-Core-Drill-Bit-For-Reinforced-Concrete-D54-D50-140L-M20-1.5P.html


Our service:

1. Low order quantity: It can meet the test order you need.

2. Fast delivery: We get great discounts from freight forwarders.

3. OEM Acceptable: We can produce according to your samples or drawings.

4. Good quality: We have a strict quality control system. Has a good reputation in the market.

5. Good service: We regard our customers as God with a high degree of professionalism and
enthusiasm.

Description:



1. If we want to order your product, how do we know your quality?

You can test with a small order, and then you will know the quality. Nowadays, many people
in the world use
Chinese products because of their high quality and high cost performance. We are a
professional diamond tool
manufacturer with more than 8 years of manufacturing experience.

2.Can you provide samples for free?

We do not provide free samples. Based on years of experience, we believe that customers
will want them
 because of their reliable quality. By purchasing samples, we will cherish and appreciate
them and make them
 get more. We are ready to offer our potential customers a special discount on samples. It's
very important that
you give us feedback, and we will appreciate it.

3. Does your company accept customization?

Of course, we accept customization. Including different colors, cutting objects, etc. We can
also tag your own label
 and company brand. If you want us to make any new products for you, just send your
products to us. Whether it's
drawings or samples, we have the ability to produce the same products. We will not sell
these products to others,
only customers can get permission.

Please note:

1. Please provide items before purchase.
2. Please provide the model number before purchase.
3. Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.
   


